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COVERING ISOTOPIES OF Jlf-1 IN N'

PERRIN WRIGHT1

Abstract. We show that a continuous family of locally flat

separating embeddings of an (re — l)-manifold M"'1 into an re-

manifold TV", where the family is parametrized by a locally compact

finite-dimensional metric space B, can be covered locally and some-

times globally by a continuous family of homeomorphisms of Nn

onto itself, provided re^4. Furthermore, the covering family can be

chosen to extend a preassigned covering family corresponding to a

compact connected subset of B. We derive a stronger result for em-

beddings of S"~l in S", and show that the natural map from the

space of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S" to the space

of locally flat embeddings of 5n_1 into 5", n^4, is a Serre fibration

and a weak homotopy equivalence.

Cernavskiï has announced [2] a covering isotopy theorem for a

manifold Mk in a manifold Nn, for «^5 and n — k^l. This author

independently obtained a similar result for #7^4 and » —A = l. The

two methods of proof are substantially different, and each theorem

contains strong conclusions which the other fails to obtain.

Our result follows naturally from the local contractibility theorem

of Edwards and Kirby [4], the isotopy extension theorem of Dyer

and Hamstrom [3] based on the selection theorems of Michael [ó],

and a theorem of the author on extension of codimension one em-

beddings [8]. Given these results our proof is considerably simpler

than Cernavskiï's proof; it does not, however, adapt to other co-

dimensions.

Theorem. Let Nn, Mn_1 be compact manifolds without boundary,

«5^4; let Mn~l be a p.I. manifold. Let B be a locally compact finite-di-

mensional metric space, Z a compact connected subset of B, and b0EZ.

Let {h} '. M—*N, bEB,bea continuous family of locally flat embeddings

which separate N, and let {Gb} :N+>N, bEZ,be a continuous family of

homeomorphisms such that hb = Gbhb0 for all bEZ. Then there is a

neighborhood U of Z in B and a continuous family \Hb}:N-++N, bEU,

of homeomorphisms such that Hb = Gbfor all bEZ and hb = Hbhb0for all

bEU.
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Furthermore, if B is a continuum and either

(1) Af = 5"-1 and N = Sn, or

(2) Z is a weak deformation retract of B,

then U may be taken to be the entire space B.

Remarks. Previous theorems of this nature, with the exception

of Cernavskiï's, carry a strong local triviality condition on the family

{hb\ ; we require only that each hb be a locally flat embedding.

The chief disadvantage of our method is that we do not obtain

weak local contractibility of the space of embeddings, as did Cer-

navskiï. The advantage is that the theorems of Michael [6] yield

the covering homotopy property in situations where a fibration

naturally appears (see Corollaries 2 and 3).

The restriction «^4 is necessary only for Lemma 1. If this lemma

is true for ra=4, so is the theorem.

Corollary 1. If N", Mn~l are as in the theorem and «^4, and

h:MXP—>NXP is a k-isotopy such that for each pEIk hp is a locally

flat embedding which separates N, then there is an ambient k-isotopy

H:NXP-++NXP such that for each pEIk, hp = Hvhv¡¡, where p0 is a

base point of P.

Proof. In the theorem set B=P, Z = {po}, and GPQ = In- Since B

deforms to Z the theorem applies.

Let H(N) denote the space of homeomorphisms of N onto itself,

and let Emb(Af, N) denote the space of locally flat embeddings of

M into N. If M is a submanifold of N which separates N, and if

Embo(M, N) denotes those embeddings which are restrictions to M

of elements of H(N), then the restriction mapping r:H(N)

—->Embo(il7, N) is onto. It follows from the theorem, with B=PXI

and Z = P X {0}, that r has the CHP for cubes. We thus obtain

Corollary 2. Let r:H(N)-+*Emb0(M, N) be defined by r(h) =h\ M.

If n 5^4 and M separates N, then r is a Serre fibration.

Let H+(Sn) denote the orientation preserving homeomorphisms of

S". By the generalized Schoenflies theorem of Brown, Emb(5n_1, S")

= Embo('S'n-1, Sn). The fiber in this case is the space of orientation

preserving homeomorphisms of Sn whose restriction to S"-1 is the

identity, and this is contractible via the Alexander isotopy. From the

homotopy exact sequence of the fibration we have

Corollary 3. If n¿¿4, the map r:H+(Sn)+>Emb(Sn-1, Sn) is a

Serre fibration and a weak homotopy equivalence.
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The ultimate result would be a section for the map r, that is, a

canonical Schoenflies theorem in the purest sense. This does not

follow from the theorem since Emb(5n_1, Sn) fails to satisfy the

hypothesis for B.

Lemma 1. Let Mn~x be a closed p.I. manifold, and let Mn~1XR have

the product metric. If w^4 and e>0, there is a ô>0 such that any

locally flat embedding h'.MXO-^-MXR satisfying d(h, i)<ô can be
extended to a homeomorphism H:MXR+*MXR such that d(H, I) <e.

A version of Lemma 1 in the case w^5 was first proved by this

author in [8], for embeddings of 5n_1 in En— |0}. Seebeck [7] gen-

eralized the technique to work for closed p.l. manifolds M. Since the

proof is essentially contained in these two sources, we shall restrict

ourselves to an outline here.

Let w^5. For some ¿0>0, it is possible to construct an embedding

H0'. MX [0, ¿o]—>lf XPwith the following properties :

(1) H0\MXO = h.

(2) H0\ MXto is a translation of H0\ MXO in the P-direction by the

amount/o, i.e., if ü"0(x, 0) = (y, t), then H0(x, t0) = (y, t+to).

(3) H0 is an é-embedding (when S is small).

The embedding H0 is obtained by the following method. Choose

¿o>0 such that the translate of h(MXO) by the amount to in the P-

direction is disjoint from h(MXO). If A is close to the inclusion em-

bedding i, to may be chosen small. Using the radial engulfing theorems

of Bing [l] and the author [9], one constructs an embedding F:M

X [0, t0]->MXR such that:

(i) F(x,to)=h(x,0),xEM;
(ii) F(MXt0) and F(AfXO) are separated by MXt for some tER;

(iii) the fiberÄF(xX [O, t0]) lies near the line xXP for each xEM;

(iv) the image of F lies on the "negative" side of h(MXO) in MXR.

Let Ai denote the closed region between h(MXO) and the translate

A(lfXO)+io, and set A2 = F(MX [0, t0]). Push A2 onto A¿JA2 using

the separating level MXt; then push ^4iU^42 onto Ai using the prod-

uct structure of A2. The composition of these pushes is a homeo-

morphism G:Ai—*Ai which changes M-coordinates by only a small

amount. The embedding Ho = GF is then the desired embedding.

This procedure is described in detail in Lemma 3 of [8], for the case

in which M is a sphere.

To get the homeomorphism H on all of MXR, we simply stack

these embeddings. On the set MX [mt0, (m+l)i0], for any integer m,

H is obtained by translating MX [mt0, (ot + 1)/o] to ilfX[0, t0],

applying H0, and following with the inverse of the translation.
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If » = 3, Lemma 1 follows from Corollary 3 of Kister [S]. If n<3,

the proof is trivial.

Lemma 2. Let N" be a manifold, n^i, Qn a compact manifold with

boundary in Int N and M"'1 = dQ". Suppose M is locally flat in N and

admits a p.1. structure. Then for each € > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that each

locally flat embedding h'.M—*N with d(h, Ím) <8 can be extended to an

embedding H:Q—*N with d(H, iç)<e, such that 77 agrees with iq on

some open subset of Int Q.

Proof. Let <p:MXR—*N be a bicollar on M. <p exists because M is

locally flat and separates N. Let U = <p(MX( — 1, 1)). Given n>0,

there is a 5>0 such that if h:M-+N is locally flat and d(h, in) <8,

then there is an embedding h: U—*N such that d(h, iu)<n, and h

extends h. This follows from Lemma 1, since <p is uniformly continuous

on MX(-1, 1) =</>"'(U). If t>>0 is sufficiently small, then by The-

orem 5.1 of [4], there is a homeomorphism g: U—>N such that

g\ M = Ím, g = h outside some compact neighborhood of M in U, and

d(g, iv) <e/2. Define 77:0;—»TV by the identity map on Q — g U and by

hg~l on QC\gU. If in addition we choose 17<e/2, then d(h, iu) <e/2,

and so

d(hg-\ iu) Ú d(h, iu) + d(g-\ iu) < e/2 + e/2 = e.

Then d(H, iQ) <e, and since 77| M = h, the lemma is proved.

Let Q be a compact manifold with boundary. Let H(Q, dQ) denote

the space of homeomorphisms of Çonto itself whose restrictions to dQ

are the identity.

Lemma 3. H(Q, dQ) is locally contractible.

This is Theorem 5.1 of [4]. (See the note following the statement

of 5.1.)
A map f:X-y->Y between metric spaces is completely regular it

given yEY and e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that if d (y ', y) < S then there

is an e-homeomorphism of/-1(y) ontof~x(y')-

The following lemma is a restatement of Theorem 2 of Dyer-

Hamstrom [3], which in turn depends on a selection theorem of

Michael [ó].

Lemma 4. Suppose X and Y are metric spaces, X complete and Y

finite dimensional, and Q is a compact manifold with boundary. Suppose

f\ X-*-* Y is a completely regular mapping such that :

(1) for each p£ Y there is a homeomorphism fp of Q ontof~l(p) ;

(2) there is a homeomorphism h of UfP(dQ), pEY, onto dQX Y such

that the diagram
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A
U/,(30-+>dQ X F

IT

Y

is commutative;

(3) for some closed subset Z of Y, there is a homeomorphism

g* '■ UPez/p((?)-»-»(? X Z which extends A in the diagram.

Then there is a neighborhood U of Z in Y and a homeomorphism A*

such that A* extends A and g* and the diagram

A*
U MQ)-~<2 X u

peu \

/\   »
\i

U

is commutative. Furthermore, if Q = B" or if Z is a weak deformation

retract of B, U may be taken to be the entire space Y.

The proof of Lemma 4 is adapted easily from the proof of Theorem

2 of Dyer-Hamstrom [3 ]. We give an outline here.

Let hp:dQ-^>fp(dQ) be defined by Ap(x) =A_1(x, p). For each pEY
let Gp denote the space of all homeomorphisms of Q onto f~l(p) which

coincide with hp on dQ. Let G= [Gp}, pEY, and let G* = \JG. Let
F:G*—»Fbe the function which maps each element of Gp to p.

To prove Lemma 4 we must find a section for F over some neigh-

borhood U of Z which extends the existing section over Z induced by

g*. The necessary power comes from Michael; we use Dyer and Ham-

strom's statement slightly augmented. (See Theorems 1.2 and 6.1 of

[«]■)

Theorem M. If A and Y are metric spaces such that A is complete

and the covering dimension of FíSra + l, Z is a closed subset of Y,

F:A-^Y is a mapping such that the collection {P-'OO}, yEY, is

lower semicontinuous and equi-LCn, andf'.Z—^A is a map such that for

zEZ,f(z)EF~1(z), then there is a neighborhood U of Z in Y such that f

extends to a map f*: U-+A withf(u)EF~l(u) for uEU. If TTi(F~1(y))

= Ofor all yEY and all i^n, or if Z is a weak deformation retract of Y,

then U may be taken to be the entire space Y.

Now set G* = A in Theorem M. We must verify the following

hypotheses:
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(i) G* is topologically complete. Let Gp denote the closure of Gp in

the space of continuous functions of Q into /_1 (p), let G = {Gp}, p £ Y,

and let G* = UG. By applying Lemma 2 we see that G*, with the

supremum metric, is complete. But G* is a G« subset of G*, so G* is

topologically complete.

(ii) The collection G is equi-LCm for each integer m. That is, given

pEY, gEGp, and e>0, there is a 5>0 such that if p'EY then any

mapping of Sk, k^m, into Gp'i\N(g, 8) is homotopically trivial in

GP'C\N(g, e). This fact follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the

complete regularity of/.

(iii) The collection G is lower semicontinuous. This is also immediate

from Lemma 2.

The function F:G*—*Y thus satisfies the hypotheses of Michael's

theorem. We conclude that F admits a section on some neighborhood

U of Z in Y, and this section induces the desired homeomorphism h*.

Michael's theorem gives a global section whenever Q has the prop-

erty that TTi(H(Q, dQ)) vanishes for ¿<dimF. But 7^(77(73», S"-1))
vanishes for all i, so we may take £/= Y in this case.

We now prove the theorem.

Let boEZ. The embedding h^(M) separates N into a collection

oil (?2, • • • , Qk of compact manifolds with boundary. Select one of

these and call it Q. Identify M with hb0(M), and h^ with iM-M—>N.
By Lemma 2, there is a neighborhood Woi ba in B such that if bEW,

then there is an extension hb : Q—>iV of fo : M—*N which agrees with iQ

on some open subset of Int Q. This determines uniquely, for each

bEW, a subset Qb = h(Q) of N which varies continuously (setwise)

with b. Since B is locally compact, we shall choose W so that W is

compact. Since Z is a continuum, the choice of G> thus extends

uniquely to some compact neighborhood U of Z.

Set X = U(QbXb), bEU. Then X is complete since N and Z7 are

complete. Define f:X—*U by/ = 7r|X, where ir:NXB^>B is the pro-

jection map. The map/ is completely regular by Lemma 2. We have

the commutative diagram

hrx
U_ (hb(M) X b)-> MXU

/\_

U

where h:MXB—*NXB is given by hypothesis. By Lemma 4, there is

a neighborhood V of Z in V and a homeomorphism h* such that the

diagram
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A*
U (Qb X b)-► QXV

/\ TT

\i

V

is commutative, and A* extends A-1 and g*_I, where g* is induced by

the family {Gb}.

Set H = h*~1. Then iflQX F->NX F has the property that
Hb\ M = hb for all bEV. Since A^ was identified with iM, we have that

h = Hbhb0 for all A G F.

Repeat the argument using the other components of the comple-

ment of M in N. We then obtain, for each ¿ = 1,2, • • • , A, a neighbor-

hood F< of Z in 5 over which the embedding A: Af X F¿—»NX F, can be

covered by an embedding H^.QiX Vi->NX Vt. Set F = (lî F, and let

H:NX V—>NX V be obtained by glueing together the homeomor-

phisms H\ i=i, • • ■ , A. The induced family {fit}, bEV, satisfies
the conclusion of the theorem.

If B is a continuum, then clearly the choice of Qb extends uniquely

to all of B. We may then set X = \J(QbXb), bEB, which is complete.

If if = 5n_1 and N=Sn, then each Qb is homeomorphic to Bn, and by

Lemma 4 we may take each F¿, i = 1, 2, to be all of B. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Added in proof. D. B. Gauld, in Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 27 (1971),

603-612, has a result which is related to Corollary 3. Gauld shows that

if one can select continuously for each element / of Emb(5n_1, Sn)

an element/ of Emb^S^X [-1, l], Sn) with/IS-^XO^, then one

can construct a section (a canonical Schoenflies theorem) for the

map r.
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